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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Expressing expectations in a friendly way to students is another way we show our love!



Today’s  Schedule

3:45-5:45 Session with a 6-minute 
stretch/bathroom break 
about half-way through



Webinar Response Structures

• Text Box

• Polls

• Partner conversations if you are in person 
with a colleague
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Another Opportunity for you





Another Resource Available To You



You can create teams with your colleagues



Video resources with discussion threads









Ways to use the webinar handout

• Some info that you won’t 
need to write down

• Some blanks/tools inviting 
your active reflection and 
participation

• The handout is a “structure 
for success”

• Six more handouts on the 
resource page today

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Give them one minute to look through the handoutYou might have it as a pdfIt is 26 pages long and can be copied 1-2 sided. 



Additional handouts from 
the resource page

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A social skills lesson planning tool and a what if chart



Additional 
handout from 
the resource 

page

Teacher’s 
Encyclopedia 

Table of 
Contents

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A social skills lesson planning tool and a what if chart



Information based on…
• Authors

– Ginger Rhode, Ph.D.
– William Jenson, Ph.D.
– H. Kenton Reavis, Ed.D.

• Available from 
Northwest Publishing 
(on Safe and Civil 
Schools web site)

• Includes CD with 
reproducible forms

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Give them one minute to look through the handout



Information based on…
• Practical tools for teachers 

including:

– CD of reproducible forms
– Mystery Motivator forms
– Behavior rating forms
– Home note forms and tools
– Self-monitoring tools
– Behavior Contract tools
– Tracking procedure tools 

(Drag sheets)
– Reinforcement tools

• Spinners
• Chart moves
• Point cards

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Give them one minute to look through the handout



Other texts being referenced include:



Teacher’s Encyclopedia Resource



Interventions Resource



Last time we asked you to consider which 
“problems” are most compelling for you?

Choose 1-3 “problems” 
from the Table of 
Contents that could be 
targeted for your 
tough kid (or another 
student you are 
concerned about). 















Go to the chat box
Please list 1-3 
“problems” from the 
Table of Contents that 
could be targeted for 
your tough kid (or 
another student you are 
concerned about). 



Objectives

1. √ Define Tough Kid behavior and identify 
potential causes 

2. √ Clarify critical concepts for working with 
Tough Kids

3. √ Understand how to apply the ABCs of 
Behavior to make decisions about how to 
address TK behavior

4. √ Utilize Precision Requests to increase 
compliance with reasonable requests



Tasks to consider for last week 
included:

• Complete a “What If? Chart” for your student
• Try a precision request
• Revisit your rules in the context of antecedent 

strategies
• Try out a “Mystery Motivator”



Poll #1: Check ALL that you were able 
to do this past week:

• I complete a “What If? Chart” for either my 
student or my class

• I tried a precision request with a student
• I revisit my rules in the context of antecedent 

strategies (observable, measurable, stated 
positively, less than six)

• I tried out a “Mystery Motivator”
• I was unable to do any of the above



The Big Five Causes of 
Misbehavior for Tough Kids

1. Peer influence (attention)
2. Non-supervision (impulsive)
3. Inappropriately made commands by 

adults
4. Incapable of meeting the academic or 

social demands of the setting (escape)
5. Instrumental (wants something)

Review

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Top of page 7 fill in the blanksDetermining which of these causes are contributing to your TKs behavior is an important step in providing meaningful intervention



“Precision Requests”

Continue with the 
flow of instruction

Page 10 in handout

Review

Presenter
Presentation Notes
PAGE 89 in Tough KID Explain the precision request and its consequences to the whole class before the procedure begins.Make a quiet “Please” request (such as “Please get your materials out and start working.”) to the student in a non-question format, up close and with eye contact.Wait three to five seconds after making the request, and do not interact with the student during this time.If the student starts to comply, verbally reinforce the student.If the student does not comply within three to five seconds, a second request is given with the signal word “need” (such as, “Now I need you to get your materials out and start working.”).If the students starts to comply, verbally reinforce the student.If the student still does not comply within 3 to 5 seconds, implement time owed (“I will keep track of how many minutes it takes until you…”).  For elementary students, this time can be paid back by sitting and doing nothing during recess or after school.  For middle/junior high school students, this time can be paid back during lunch or in after-school detention.Enough time to comply (3–5) if you give longer, you will interrupt your own command by repeating or giving a machine-gun command. 85% of the time we forget the kid after the first request and move on.



Here is another flow chart….



Rules Chart

Reductive Consequences:

1. Mild

2. Inconvenient to the 
Student

3. Hierarchy

See examples on pg. 92

Review

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Page 12 in handoutMust better and safer approach is the What If? ChartReductive Consequences on Right Side; Positive consequences on the left side—we will discuss the positive consequences side in a moment.The reductive consequences move from mild to more severe. Should be inconvenient for student and not take a lot of time or give the student a lot of attention.Consequences are used only if:A student breaks pre-established classroom rulesA student does not comply with Precision RequestsMay want to talk about Time with Frank and Barry—pg. 93Examples of mild consequences—if group does not have book: Page 92 has examplesVerbal warningName in consequence book5 minutes off recessNot eligible for week’s lotteryLose rewarding activity (e.g., computer time, art activity)Not allowed to use school vending machines or store for the day



Rules Chart

Positive Consequences: 

1.Can’t take a lot of 
time

2. Can’t cost too much

3. Has to be fun for 
everyone (if used with 
a class)

See examples on pg. 95 
in the Tough Kid Book

Review

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Explain mystery motivator and blank box. Blank box is if you are using “what if” with all student or a group of students. Each day, select a mystery number that will go in the box (either write it and seal in an envelope or use invisible ink pen). If students keep rule breaking below this number for the day, they are the winning students who get to vote on which positive consequence (or mystery motivator) the group will receive—students who had rule violations above that number do not receive the selected positive consequence. If there are chronic rule breakers, use the “Rules Grab Bag” strategy as described on pg. 96.Examples of positive consequences—if group does not have book:Good jobLottery ticketSuperstar listClassroom helperSpecial timeSeat scrambleEligible for Home NoteSpinner surprise



What if the Student Doesn’t Comply?

Antecedent

When __________ 
happens

Behavior

The student does 
(what) ____

Consequence

Because (why) 
__________

• Do not withdraw the command
• Do not deliver an emotional or 

harsh consequence
• Deliver a mild reductive 

consequence

Review

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What if you give the precision request, using the signal words/phrase, and the student still doesn’t comply (after step 3)? Often, people will either withdraw the request, which is the consequence that reinforces noncompliance, or they give a heavy-handed consequence that may escalate the student’s behavior, may be reinforcing (e.g., getting sent to the office and escaping the task or activity), or is difficult to implement consistently because it is too large.



Delivering Mild Reductive 
Consequences

• Why deliver mild consequences?
– Power of consistency

• Why preplan possible mild consequences?
– Avoid emotion-driven decisions and delivery
– Avoid the “ultimate consequence”

Review

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Therefore we need to deliver mild reductive consequences—which should be preplanned. Tendency is to give “harsh” consequences, but the harsher the consequence, the less consistent the teacher will be.  Lot’s of warnings…. “Don’t make me have to…”  “I really don’t want to….”May want to discuss the reinforcing aspects of our harshest consequences in school—the out-of-class consequences and how for TKs they aren’t usually punitiveIf we don’t preplan consequences for following rules or not following rules, we tend to give emotional consequences and the ULTIMATE consequences that are too severe for the behavior:“You are out of my room for good—nobody does that in my classroom!”“I absolutely will not have him back in my classroom.” (Open ended time limit)“You have lost your recess privileges (or other privilege) for being irresponsible.  I will tell you when I think you are ready to get them back.” (an open ended time limit)“Get down to the principal’s office.  You’ll have to stay there until I say you can come back.”  “You are expelled, and you can’t come back until your parent comes in and guarantees you will behave.” (unreasonable expectations-too harsh and unrealistic)“Give me all your books and materials.  If you play with things, then you can’t have anything.  Just sit until you can behave.”  (open ended time limit).



Let’s go the chat box…..

• Please share some of your experiences 
regarding the precision request and/or the use 
of a “What if” chart. How did it go?  
Challenges? Successes? What impact, if any, 
did it have on the behavior of your student? 



The ABCs of Behavior

Antecedent

When __________ 
happens

Behavior

The student does 
(what) ____

Consequence

Because (why) 
__________

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We will start with some antecedent strategies for how to deliver requests in ways that are the most likely to result in positive responses from the student and compliance.
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Rules as an 
antecedent

Revisiting your 
rules

Did they follow 
the rules for 

rules?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Some people feel that students should help develop rules but some disadvantages to this are: 1) you won’t have rules in place on the first day of school; 2) if you teach more than one class, it may be difficult for you to keep up with multiple sets of rules; 3) you may not agree with the rules the students come up with (believe it or not, students have a tendency to be overly punitive; 4) some students may not feel they have to follow rules generated by other students; the authority of a teacher may be needed.



From the 
Resource 

Page

Rules for 
rules

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Observable, measurable, positive remonders on the bottom of the page!



Recommendations for Rules

Consider the following categories:
• Compliance –e.g.,  “Follow directions”
• Task completion – e.g., “Work during all work times”
• Interaction– e.g. “Keep hands, feet, objects to self”
• On-time – e.g., “Be on time with needed materials”
• Language – e.g., “Use school-appropriate words”

Rules should address the misbehaviors that occur with 
some frequency in your classroom/behavioral excesses of 
TKs



KYHFOTS!!!
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Poll #2: Check ALL that apply regarding 
your classroom rules:

• I found that my rules needed to be modified
• My rules are posted and visible
• My rules are now 100% observable
• My rules are now 100% measurable
• My rules are now 100% stated positively
• I have less than six rules
• I’m stull working on this task



Also from 
the 

Resource 
Page from 
webinar 

#4



Using Self-Management to Teach
Rule-Following Behavior

Steps for Teaching Rules to Chronic            
Rule Breakers

1. If they break 3 or more rules in one day. 
Move them to the front of the room near 
you. The student will not get to 
participate with the other students

2. Have the student monitor the two most 
broken rules (i.e., out of seat, talk-outs) 
for two half days

3. The student circles how well he/she met 
these two rules 

4. If you agree, put a line through their 
circle. If you don’t agree, put an X on 
the circle and give them feedback

5. When the student has had at least two 
good half days and you agree, let them 
go back to their original seat and 
participate with the rest of the students

Presenter
Presentation Notes
“Good half day = 4 cummulative ¾’s or higherReminder about when precision requests is appropriate—when child is not accelerated or Peak and is breaking one of your rules, this is a good time to use precision requests—the request is stating the rule that they should be following



Task to consider for this week:

Try out the 
monitoring 
classroom rules 
tool with your 
case study 
student



Some Big Ideas:
• Behavior can change!
• Sometimes, the adult behavior needs 

to change in order to support the 
child

• We have research on our side
• Five identifiable broad variables that 

influence behavior

Review



STOIC--Cheap, simple and effective.

S
T How many do
O you recall???
I
C

Presenter
Presentation Notes
STOIC Framework: The story of Randy considering the research on a plane.  Harry Wong, Madeline Hunter, Danielson, Marzano, etc…  These are things that the teacher has control over these.          STOIC- Cheap, simple and effective.Screw around with a few variables and hope you get lucky:



STOIC--Cheap, simple and effective.

Structure the environment for success.
Teach (and re-teach) expectations.
Observe (monitor, supervise).
Interact positively (build relationships and 

provide positive feedback).
Correct fluently (calmly, consistently, 

immediately, respectfully).

Presenter
Presentation Notes
STOIC Framework: The story of Randy considering the research on a plane.  Harry Wong, Madeline Hunter, Danielson, Marzano, etc…  These are things that the teacher has control over these.          STOIC- Cheap, simple and effective.Screw around with a few variables and hope you get lucky:



Objectives
5. Utilize positive and proactive strategies to increase the 

student’s ability and motivation to behave appropriately
– Antecedent Strategies
– Consequence Strategies

6. Introduce additional practical, evidenced-based strategies 
that can be implemented immediately to mitigate tough kid 
behaviors. Learn how to utilize the following resources: 

– Interventions, Evidence-based Intervention Strategies for 
Individual Students, and,

– The Teacher’s Encyclopedia of Behavior Management.



Positive Consequence Strategies

Antecedent

When __________ 
happens

Behavior

The student does 
(what) ____

Consequence

Because (why) 
__________

Objective 5: Utilize positive 
and proactive strategies to 
increase the student’s ability 
and motivation to behave 
appropriately.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The next strategies are designed to help the student understand the positive consequences and outcomes that come from demonstrating responsible behavior. The goal is to remove the reinforcing elements the student gets from inappropriate behavior and increase the reinforcing elements that the student gets from demonstrating positive behavior.



The Big Five Causes of 
Misbehavior for Tough Kids

1. Peer influence (attention)
2. Non-supervision (impulsive)
3. Inappropriately made commands by 

adults
4. Incapable of meeting the academic or 

social demands of the setting (escape)
5. Instrumental (wants something)

Review

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Top of page 7 fill in the blanksDetermining which of these causes are contributing to your TKs behavior is an important step in providing meaningful intervention



Reinforcement and Punishment

Reinforcement and punishment are not “things” 
they are “effects”

– Either increase or decrease behavior
– Oxymoron: “I’ve tried positive reinforcement and 

it doesn’t work”



Reinforcement   vs.   Punishment    
(Rewarding) (Reductive) 

Is it reinforcing or punishing?

• Whether a corrective consequence 
or reward is reinforcing or punishing 
can only be known by the student’s 
behavior

– Behavior increases = reinforcement
– Behavior decreases = punishment

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Provide some examples of both rewards/praise that could be punitive or reinforcing depending on kid, and examples of corrective consequences that may or may not be punitive (e.g., for some kids suspension is punitive but for others it is reinforcing. For some kids public praise is highly reinforcing, but for others it would be punishing)



Positives Work Best With Tough Kids

• This is the backbone of any educational 
program for Tough Kids!

• Minimum of 4:1
– The tougher the problem behavior the higher the 

ratio must be (8:1 or 10:1)

• Most Tough Kids receive far more negative 
feedback than positive



Self-reflection time:
Do you really believe positives work best?

• Arguments against incentives include:
– Bribery
– Equity
– They harm motivation
– They get students hooked on praise

– What do you believe?



Arguments Against Incentives

The Bribery Argument

• Bribery is an inducement for an illegal or 
unethical act

• However, do not give a reward if:
– The student threatens misbehavior if he/she 

won’t get a reward
– The student is already misbehaving—the reward 

would be given to stop the misbehavior



• The Equity Argument- Everyone has to get exactly 
the same thing to be fair
– Equity is not everyone getting the same but everyone 

getting what they need to equally succeed

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Equity: It would be illogical to give all students in a school wheelchairs because some students with mobility problems need them so they can successfully access school. If a TK is highly unmotivated because of years of academic failure, or a Kinder TK enters school without the same preskills in self-management or readiness as another student who has had years of daycare, he will need an external incentive system to keep him motivated as he acquires the necessary skills.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Equity: It would be illogical to give all students in a school wheelchairs because some students with mobility problems need them so they can successfully access school. If a TK is highly unmotivated because of years of academic failure, or a Kinder TK enters school without the same preskills in self-management or readiness as another student who has had years of daycare, he will need an external incentive system to keep him motivated as he acquires the necessary skills.



• Harms Internal Motivation- Alfie Kohn (Punished by 
Rewards)
– Research literature: Harms “only under limited 

conditions that are easily avoided”
• Eisenberger & Cameron, 1996

– Give for performance that is:
• Positively improving
• Meaningful
• Successful

Presenter
Presentation Notes
“If external rewards are given for performance that is positively improving, meaningful and successful, external rewards enhance both external and internal motivation” (46)Example of when it might harm: on high-interest tasks when the rewards are tangible, expected (offered beforehand) and loosely tied to level of performance. When rewards are given for low-interest tasks, they enhance motivation. When verbal rewards are given for high-interest tasks and/or are tied to a level of performance, they enhance motivation (Cameron, Banko, & Pierce, 2001, Behavioral Analysis)The basic strategy we use for raising children, teaching students, and managing workers can be summarized in six words: Do this and you'll get that. We dangle goodies (from candy bars to sales commissions) in front of people in much the same way we train the family pet. Drawing on a wealth of psychological research, Alfie Kohn points the way to a more successful strategy based on working with people instead of doing things to them. "Do rewards motivate people?" asks Kohn. "Yes. They motivate people to get rewards." Seasoned with humor and familiar examples, Punished By Rewards presents an argument unsettling to hear but impossible to dismiss.



The Hooked on Praise Argument

• Little evidence students become overly 
dependent on praise

• Teachers under-utilize praise with Tough Kids
• When asked to rate rewards, students select 

verbal praise as one of the most motivating
incentives

Note: When praising, refer to skill and effort 
instead of talent and innate ability

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Refer back to Boss 1, Boss 2 activity—this works with adults as well as studentsWith a TK, learning these behaviors (following directions, remaining on task, etc.) are new/novel/difficult. They need positive feedback to know they are on the right track. Just like learning to say “Please” or “thank you” for a small child.Note: Refer to Carol Dweck’s Mindset research—that when students are praised for skill and effort rather than innate traits, they are more likely to try more difficult tasks (have a growth vs. fixed mindset)Can pull over slide(s) from CHAMPs training about how to use effective praise



Fading Reinforcement
Consider in advance how you will fade the 

system as the student is successful
1. Provide continuous, frequent reinforcement 

at first.
– Focus delivery on the behavior/success that led 

to the reward not reward itself
2. Move from continuous reinforcement to:

– intermittent reinforcement
– increased difficulty (time, number of behaviors, 

etc.) to earn reinforcement
3. Gradually move to more natural 

reinforcement

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Focus delivery on the behavior/success not the reward: e.g., “Great job staying focused and on task during that lesson” while handing the student a ticket, rather than “You earned a ticket!!”



A few other structural considerations

• Structure is the “S” variable in STOIC
• Structures can significantly influence the other 

four variables
– Teach (and re-teach expectations)
– Observe and monitor (and collect data)
– Interact positively
– Correct fluently



Antecedent Strategies—Schedule

• Academic learning time—directly related to 
behavior

• 70% of day should be scheduled for academics
• Student(s) should be on task at least 85% of the 

time
• Student should have high rates of success while 

engaged in academic tasks (80% in initial 
instruction, 90–95% on independent tasks)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
70% of day (see How to on page 32 and 124)On task 85% of time (refer them to Get Em On Task on 155—no longer commercially available but could use the same procedures and purchase a device that does randomized beeps called a MotivAider, or purchase the app for an iphone or ipad that is then hooked to an external computer. You could also create a random-interval CD using garage band or something similar to create audio tracks with randomized beeps)High rates of success—Direct instruction information on page 128, explain that if the student is being asked to do tasks that are beyond his/her instructional/independent level, this is a MAJOR antecedent to misbehavior. Therefore, explicit initial instruction is essential for TKs, and tasks that are independent should only be given to the student if we know with a fairly high degree of certainty that he/she can complete them with high rates of accuracy. If this is not likely, we should give modified work—e.g., practice on the preskills for the task.



Teacher questions are 
“structural” decisions 
made by the teacher

• Who do you call on?
• How do you call on students?
• What is the difficulty of the questions?
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Design an effective schedule

• Maximal variety
• Frequent movement
• Consistent from day to day 

(routine)
• Posted!!



Two Corresponding Lines

1 5   10   12  15  20  25  30  35   40   45   50 …

1   5   10   12  12  12 12  12   12   12   12  12 ...



Two Corresponding Lines

1 5   10   12  15  20  25  30  35   40   45   50 …
Age

1   5   10   12  12  12 12  12   12   12   12  12 ...
Attention Span





Antecedent Strategies—Structure Your 
Classroom Space

• Move Tough Kids close to you
– Can you get to the student quickly?
– Can you provide quick feedback?

• Positive and corrective
– Can you consistently visually monitor the student?

• Do not let Tough Kids sit together
– Assign seats

• Place the student away from distracting stimuli

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Note: if class needs medium to high structure, may recommend assigned seats for whole class (rationale—partnering and grouping strategically for academic ability, beneficial for substitutes, eliminates roll call)Remove distracting stimuli—do not have the student seated in a high-traffic area of the class—e.g., right next to the pencil sharpener, and benefit of rows not cluster seating—the student is facing the teacher, not other studentsCHAMPS—may want to bring in importance of considering both structuring space and behavioral expectations for transitioning to different activities, structure of activities
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Figure 2.2 Desks in Rows Side to Side Figure 2.3 Desks in Clusters

Figure 2.3 Desks in U-Shape (v. 1) Figure 2.5 Desks in U-Shape (v. 2) 



Behavior Momentum

• Begin with high-probability request (at least 
70% likely to do)

• Ask student to do several high-probability 
behaviors followed by low-probability
– “Tom, will you please help me hand out the 

papers?”
– “Thanks, Tom.  Now please help me straighten the 

chairs.”
– “Now Tom, please sit down and do your math 

assignment.”

74

Page 18 in 
Handout

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Requesting 2 or 3 high-probability behaviors before the low-probability behavior greatly enhances the momentum effect; however, asking for even 1 high-probability behavior can help.“Tom, please help me erase the whiteboard.” (high-probability)“Tom, now write your spelling words on the board.” (low-probability)Sales people use this strategy all the time. They don’t ask if you want to buy their new vaccuum or cleaning supplies or insurance right away. They ask questions like, “Do you value your home? (yes) Do you plan to stay in your home? (Yes) Do you want to protect your investment and have your family stay safe in your home (Yes). Then asks if you want to buy the services.Imagine a large round rock at the top of a hill. After it is rolled down, it begins to pick up speed and continues until reaching the bottom. “Once behaviors start to occur in a series, their momentum generally continues in the same direction.”For kids who have a time in which they struggle more frequently with compliance consider designing the schedule to start these times with several high probability request activities. For example, who enter school from difficult home environments and consistently struggle to start their day, (younger: Simon Says, Seven-up, guessing games, coloring; older: listening to music, reviewing a magazine, or reading a part of a preferred book)



Case Study Student: Chat Box Activity

• Identify two high-probability requests the 
student will likely comply with



Meaningful Work as an Intervention

• Author, Kim Marcum
• Provides a structure to 

focus on a positive 
interaction with 
challenging students

• Book documents a 
school’s journey 
developing a program 
around jobs as 
interventions



A few other structural considerations



A few other 
structural 

considerations



A few 
structural 

considerations



A few 
structural 

considerations



Take a few 
notes on 

page 17 on 
these 

“influence 
techniques



Antecedent Strategies: 
Influence Techniques
Jig-Saw Assignments

1. Reciprocation
2. Commitment and Consistency
3. Social Proof
4. Liking
5. Scarcity
6. Authority

Pages 35-39 
in Tough Kid 

Book

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Can share example of Xerox machine from page 34, or personal example of where you have made personal change based on one of these techniquesParticipant jigsaw of pages (35–39)Line up from east to west based on where you were bornNumber off from 1-6Read your assigned part. 



Chat box response

Describe something you did recently that 
demonstrates one of the influence techniques:

1. Reciprocation
2. Commitment and Consistency
3. Social Proof
4. Liking
5. Scarcity
6. Authority



A Few Other Strategies To Mention



What’s the 
goal you are 

trying to 
achieve?



Mystery Motivators

86

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Pg. 67Mystery Motivators are incentive systems designed to deliver random rewards for appropriate behavior.Can be used with individual students, teams, or a whole class.To increase Academic assignments completed, promptness, good lunchroom behavior, few classroom rules broken, etc. orTo decrease noncompliance, fighting, swearing, talk outs, or academic errors.First you select basic rewards (at least 10) that follow the Golden Rule (Don’t cost a lot of money or take a lot of time.  Remember what we talked about with regard to finding reinforcers.Write one selected reward on a piece of paper, put it in a sealed envelope, and do not tell the students what it is. *(Individual student: could be taped to desk; Whole Group: posted at front of room)(Draw ? Marks on Envelope; give hits of what is in the envelope, refer to it often!)Define the behavior you want students to increase or decrease (Be in your seat ready to work before the bell rings, finish your assignment with at least 70% accuracy, follow classroom rules, hand in completed homework on time, and receive good or excellent reports from the bus driver).  WRITE on the Mystery Motivator page.  Use an invisible ink pen to mark reward days with a “M” .  NO Reward.. Blank.   Also can mark with pen and cover with sticker.  Sticker is removed.If no “M” appears, congratulate the participating students on their behavior and tell the students that tomorrow could be reward day.In beginning, put 2-3 per week until the students become adept at the behavior.  Then number can be thinned out to 1-2 per week.  Place back to back occasionally because, if not, students will learn that if they earn it one day, they won’t be rewarded the next.



Contracts

Pacific Northwest Publishing 
www.pacificnwpublish.com/ 87

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If there is time, introduce contracts, Teacher’s 100 club, and Chance Jars which are part of “Advanced Strategies” in Chapter 4 (Chance Jars is part of Chapter 3 Reductive Strategies). If there is not time, just point participants to the content of Chapter 4 and in particular these two strategies on pages 145 and 141. Also introduce Chance Jars. This is found in your book on pages 99–101Contracts are used with adults behaviors because they are explicit and set expectations (buying or renting cars, getting married, business and employment agreements).Contracts can also be used effectively when working with Tough Kids.Characteristics:Agreeing:  Both teacher and student negotiated the positive and negative consequences for specific behaviors.  Not one sided.Formal Exchange:  Desired Behavior = RewardReward or Penalty:  positive consequence is the motivating component of a contract; however, a penalty clause if behavior is not produced within a certain time frame or to offer a bonus reward if behavior is exceptional or produced before the specified deadline.Behavior: The expected behavior must be objectively defined, include the standard that is expected (B or grade or better, and the time deadline (by 3 p.m. next Friday)Can be combined with Goal Setting and public posting (need permission to post)Steps:Define specific behaviorPoor:  “Improving classroom responsibility” or “Showing respect for authority”Better:  “hand in work by the end of the period without being asked.” or “Talk in a calm voice to classmates or adults with no arguing”Select reinforcers with student assistance.Define criteria including the quantity of behavior, quantity of reinforcer, and time limits.Consecutive criteria are LESS desirable (7 out of 10 points for ten straight days; earn 6 days and mess up on the 7th)Cumulative criteria are PREFERRED.  Adds up with success but doesn’t decrease for student failures.Pay off can happen at end of week but also can happen at end of day.  Tough Kids can seldom wait longer (e.g., two weeks)For a very unmotivated student, consider added a bonus reward and a penalty clauseNegotiate contract terms with the student:Specific set of contract behaviors and rewards Why a contract is necessary and say you would like to helpIndicate that several components are negotiable; implementation is not negotiable.Do not allow student to set unrealistically high standards.  Encourage beginning slowly and then expand.Indicate you want and expect the contract to work but if things do not improve, a penalty clause will be added.Tell student the contract is open to renegotiation at any time (show value of students input)Most useful as a way to fade out more frequent rewards or after a student has started to perform appropriatelyUsed with older or more motivated students.  Long delays are ineffective with younger or highly unmotivated students (need hourly, twice daily, or daily reward)



The Teacher’s 100 Club

Pacific Northwest Publishing 
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Page 141 in 
TK Book

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Powerful positive behavior support system for a classroom.Used as ONE component of a more extensive classroom behavior management system.Used successfully with elementary, middle, and junior high schools to increase positive behavior and rule following in the classroom.PURPOSE is to catch students following rules and behaving appropriately.Positive variability to keep Tough Kids motivated.Post Classroom rulesPost the Teacher’s 100 Club chartWait a day or two before giving any explanation which allows students to see the chart and wonder what it isCopy a supply of Teacher’s 100 Club tickets on colored paper, usually about 5 sheets to start with.Write a group reward on a slip of paper and seal it in a Mystery Motivator envelope.  Place near the chart.Place a Celebrity Book in the classroom.  Place in a place where students, visitors, and parents can see.After several days, refer to the Teacher’s 100 Club in the a.m after you take roll or make morning announcements.“You might have notices the big chart with all the squares on the wall by the books.”  Make a game of it by inviting students to guess what the chart is for and how it works.  Keep it a Mystery and tell them you will let them know before class is out for the day and you’ll begin using it in the a.m.Explain that you will be watching for students following the classroom rules.  Students will receive a Teacher’s 100 Club ticket and will be allowed to pull a number from the jar before lunch, end of period, end of day and place the signed ticket in a jar on the teacher’s desk.  Students will sign the celebrity book and at a convenient time, the teacher will call the student’s parent to tell them about the good news.  “How to Contact Parents” on page 144 for more info.The first 10 names that appear in a row, column, or diagonal are winners.All 10 students receive the Mystery Motivator reward.If 10 tickets are awarded each day, it takes about a week to get a winning row, column, or diagonal of ten winning names.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
CHAMPs DVD Disc 4-Classwide Motivation 100 Squares (Garrison):33:11-35:17
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Chance Jars
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Group 
Jar

Student 
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Mystery
Motivator

Jar

Rules
#

Jar

1-7
Page 100-101 

in TK Book

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Classroom rules must be in place Place three jars on your desk and Label them Group Jar, Student Jar, and Mystery Motivator Jar.Create a Rule Following Chart to record tallies for rule infractions and disruptive behaviorsExplain classroom rules.  Indicate that the class can earn rewards by complying with the classroom rules and not engaging in disruptive behaviors such as touching other students, talking with other working students without permission, verbal put-downs, swearing or obscene language, playing with objects, or being out of seat without permission.Explain that each time they break a rule or engage in a disruptive behavior, the teacher will make a mark by their names on the Rule Following Chart.Each day, determine the criterion level for reinforcement--- for example, 3 or fewer marks for rule breaking during the day.During the day, keep track of every occurrence of disruptive or rule breaking behavior.At the end of the day or class period, randomly draw a slip of paper form the group jar.If CLASS, the whole class must meet the criterion (e.g., 3 or less disruptive behaviors or rules broken) for reinforcement.If ONE STUDENT, draw a slip with a student’s name on it from student jar.  If student has met the criterion, the whole class gets the reward.   Student remains anonymous.If ALL WHO MEET IT, all the students who broke 3 or less rules or less than 3 misbehaviors.  Students with 3 or more rule violations or disruptive behaviors do not earn reward.If WILD CARD, all students in the class receive the reward.   Students who have not met criterion, still have a chance to win and .Randomly select a slip of paper with a reward written on it from the Mystery Motivator Jar.Other Option:  Add a Rules Number Jar wish would contain slips of perper with Number 0-7 on each piece of paper.  This way, students don’t know the number.



The Big Five Causes of 
Misbehavior for Tough Kids

1. Peer influence (attention)
2. Non-supervision (impulsive)
3. Inappropriately made commands by 

adults
4. Incapable of meeting the academic or 

social demands of the setting (escape)
5. Instrumental (wants something)

Review

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Top of page 7 fill in the blanksDetermining which of these causes are contributing to your TKs behavior is an important step in providing meaningful intervention



Poll #3: Please check the one that best 
matches your case study student

• My student is on grade level in most subjects
• My student is slightly behind grade level in at 

least one subject
• My student is significantly behind grade level 

in at least one subject



Poll #4: Please check the one that best 
matches your case study student

• My case study is below grade level in the 
following subject(s); Check ALL that apply:
– Reading
– Writing
– Math
– My student is NOT behind grade level



This formula is described in detail on CHAMPS















Lots of other resources in the 
Tough Kid Tool Box



Other Tough Kid Resources/Publications

www.pacificnwpublish.com 1-866-542-1490

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Tough Kid Parent Book: 85% of parents come (over 1000 trained)New Teacher Book:  Mrs. Mutner (kids are animals, parents suck and every reason it won’t work).Tough kid principal’s Briefcase: Everything a principal needs to know that you didn’t learn in college or leadership institute.



Tasks to consider for this week include:

• Attend the Jessica Sprick webinar on April 3 
(or watch the recording)

• Try out the monitoring classroom rules tool
• Try out one of the “structural considerations” 

offered up in this webinar
• Be more intentional about using the 

“influence principles.”



Next Webinar #6: 
Tues, April 3  from 3:45-5:45 pm

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Kids in Atmaul



Thank you for your participation!
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Good luck implementing strategies to better serve 
your most challenging students.

Next Webinar #6 on Tuesday, April 3, 2018
from 3:45-5:45 pm



Thank you for your participation!!! 
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Contact Information:       
Karl Schleich
karlschleich@mac.com
907-355-4930

mailto:karlschleich@mac.com


Documentary to Watch For:
https://vimeo.com/110821029

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Directed by Robert Redford’s son.  The film was shown in Anchorage in October sponsored by the Alaska Children’s Trust.  You can see the 3 minute trailer by going to PaperTigers.org.  Film has been nominated for some independent awards but will not likely make it to the theaters. https://vimeo.com/110821029Took place in Walla Walla, WA.  Lincoln Alternative High School.  The school typically takes students who have failed in other schools.  The school was a very chaotic place, lots of fights, not a pretty place.New principal was introduced to ACEs study (Adverse Childhood Experiences) and was compelled to train staff in ACES.  The film depicts what one school did to have a response to Tough Kids, some characterized by trauma.  The school is recognized for it’s increases in student achievement and graduation rates, reductions in suspensions, increases in acceptance to colleges. I am always a bit cautious when seeing material like this to ask the question: is it consistent with my understanding of the research.  I think it is very consistent:  Themes presented in the film include:Reduce punishment and add supports; unconditional love; remaining calm, even when students are over the top responding.  Instead of asking what’s wrong with you? Or why are you behaving like that?  Asking what happened to this student?



End Webinar # 5 here
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